In this paper we develop an open queueing network for a multi-product multi-machine job-shop in a make-to-order environment. The job-shop produces a variety of products which are characterized by individual general arrival rates and individual general production rates for the machines on their deterministic routings. By incorporating the machines into a general open queueing network-we obtain the average, variance and probability distribution of the individual produet lead times. The open queueing network will be illustrated by application to a real-life example existing at Recticel Bedding Hulshout. In addition to using a flexible and computational efficient approach, we methodologically reveal that the approximate queueing network is suitable to rapidly provide an answer to managerial questions.
t. Introduction
In this paper we propose an open queueing network, built on the queueing network of Vandaele (1996) for a multi-product, multi-machine job-shop in a make-toorder environment. Related approaches can be found in Bitran and Tirupati (1988) and Zijm and Buitenhek (1996) . The job-shop typically manufactures a wide range of products. All products arrive individually (we assume no batch arrivals), characterized by their own general arrival rates. The products are also processed individually. As such, there are no manufacturing batches and consequently no set-up times. Each product requires several operations performed on different machines. The processing times on the machines depend on the product and follow a general distribution. Each product has a deterministic routing throughout the jobshop.
The key problem is to find satisfactory approximations for the average and the variance of both waiting times and product lead times and for a probability distribution of the product lead times taking into account the abovementioned job-shop assumptions. Note that the utilization ratios can be obtained exactly. The ultimate goal is the application of the queueing model to real-life problems. Therefore it is necessary to introduce the stochastic nature in all processes (the incorporation of general arrivals and general services): since it enables us to deal with realistic job shops. Moreover, as speed and flexibility have become important competitive factors for almost all manufacturers, a secondary goal consists of allowing the 0740-8l7X © 2002 "liE" manufacturer to settle this performance measures in a flexible and fast way.
The rest of the paper will be organised as follows. The development of the open queueing network model will be discussed in detail in Section 2. Thereafter, the queueing model will be illustrated by a real-life example in Section 3. The last section, Section 4, incorporates the conclusions of the paper.
The open queueing network model
In all queueing networks, there are two fundamental input parameters that underlie all queueing analyses. The first one deals with arrivals, indicating the amount of work the job-shop has to perform. The second parameter relates to processing which denotes the amount of work the job-shop can perform.
Before starting with these two basic characteristics, we introduce some notation which will be used throughout the development process of the open queueing network model. Let p be the product index (p = I ... P, P = number of different products in the job-shop), m the machine index (m = I ... M, M = number of different machines in the job-shop) and 0 the operation index (0 = I ... Op, 01' = number of operations for product p).
We also introduce the binary variable i5 0pm where if operation 0 of product p is performed on machine m, otherwise.
The aggregate arrival rate at machine m (}'m) is obtained by:
The utilization ratio consists of the arrival rate divided by the processing rate. Since multiple products are processed by the same machine, requiring different operation times, we need the aggregate arrival rate and aggregate processing rate at each machine:
A t this point, we can start defining the input parameters related to the arrival rate and the processing rate. As already stated above, each product p arrives individually at thc job-shop and is characterized by an average interarrival time denoted by 0" The stochastic nature of the inter-arrival time of product p is described by c} and s} , , p indicating the variance and the squared coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival time of product p respectively. The average arrival rate of product p is denoted by AI" Therefore,
Note that the same machine can appear multiple times in a routing (cyclic routings). The external aggregate arrival rate (which is part of the aggregate arrival rate }'m) at machine m equals:
0'
Given the deterministic routing of each product p, the product is processed by a fixed number of operations. The average processing time of operation 0 on product p is indicated by~x,; the variance and the squared coefficient of variation of the processing time of operation 0 on product p are defined by c} and s} respectively. The average processing rate of operation""o on product p is denoted by Ji/x/, Along the same lines as for the arrival process,
The aggregate processing time (X m ) at machine m is obtained as follows:
In order to usc this expression, we have to obtain the following additional parameters: the utilization ratio and the aggregate processing time at each machine m, given by P", and x,,, respectively, the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate processing time and the aggregate inter-arrival time at each machine m, denoted by s}. and s~'m respectively.
The product lead time is approximated by summing the (effective) processing times and the waiting times at each machine where the product is processed. This follows from our initial assumptions of: no batch arrivals; no manufacturing batches; and no (external) set-up times.
Since we assume that the variability from breakdowns or internal set ups are reflected in the average and variance of the effective processing times, the processing times can be directly implemented in the model. To approximate the waiting time -at machine m, E(Wqm), we apply the Kruemer-Lugenbach-Belz formula (Kraemer and Lagenbach-Belz, 1976) , which has been extensively used in the literature:
(8)
indicates the weight of each product/operation combination in the total arrival rate at machine m. By substituting (7) into (8) and then using (8) and (5) in (4), the utilization ratio at machine m becomes:
The squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate processing time at machine m (s}J consists of two effects. The first effect accounts for the variability due to differences in the average processing times, which are caused by the operation/product combinations (heterogeneity variability). The second effect includes the variability inherently present in the individual processing times (natural operation variability). The squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate processing time at machine m is then approximated as:
and consequently,
where t nm is the proportion of products leaving machine n and going to machine m (tnm), defined as:
where s1 m is given in Equation (17) and I nm in Equation (14) .
Note that such an equation exists for each machine in the job-shop model, defining a set of M linear simultaneous equations. By solving this set of linear equations, the unknown squared coefficient of variation of the forn= 1 ... Mandm= I ... M.
The aggregate arrival rate at machine m can then be formulated as:
By using Equations (16), (13) and (12), we obtain for each machine m:
which follows easily from (5), (6) and (14).
From this, the following approximation for the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate interarrival time at machine m (s}) is intuitive:
where I nm and sj, can be calculated using Equations (14) and (13) respectively and where s'im is the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate external inter-arrival time at machine m. The first term of Equation (16) relates to a weighted average of the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate internal arrivals at machine m, the second one takes into account the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate external arrivals at machine m.
The only unknown parameter in the above approximation is S'~. This approximation is based upon Lambrecht et ';1. (1998) :
Note that we do not intend to focus on parallel machines in this paper. Also note that when the utilization ratio at machine n is close to one, close to zero respectively, we expect s~" to be the same as the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate processing time at machine n, the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate interarrival time at machine n respectively.
As already stated, the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate departure time at machine n plays a role in the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate arrival stream at machine m coming from machine n (s~). The term s~is based on two stochastic processes. Th"e first one is a 2'ounting process: the aggregate stream leaving machine n splits into streams to various succeeding machines. The factor ttlm which can be proved to be a parameter of a geometric distribution, characterizes the counting process of the number of products between two products leaving machine n for machine m. The second stochastic process is a departure process out of machine n and disturbing the aggregate arrival stream at machine n. This process is characterized by the aggregate arrival rate at machine n and the variance of the aggregate departure rate at machine n. Combining these two processes leads to the calculation of the average and variance of the time between two departures from machine n to machine m. This enables us to deduce the following expression which has been proved in the literature (Shanthikumar and Buzacott, 1993; Suri et al., 1993) :
The first term of this expression includes the known expression of the squared coefficient of variation. The second term is a weighted average of the squared coefficients of variation of the individual processing times.
To derive an approximation for the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate inter-arrival time at machine m (s}), we start by defining the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate departure time at the preceding machine n, s~". Indeed, s3" plays an important role in resolving the approximation of s~through its appearance in the squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate internal departure stream from machine n going to machine m. The squared coefficient of variation of the aggregate departure time at machine n can be obtained using the following expression (Suri et al., 1993; Hopp and Spearman, 1996) which holds for single servers:
aggregate inter-arrival time at each machine m (s~) can be obtained.
rn At this point all parameters are known to allow the average product lead time to be obtained:
To find an approximation for the variance of the lead lime of product p, the following expression is used: The second term of the equation is known at this point. For the first term, indicating the variance of the waiting time ut each machine included in the routing of product p, the approximation of Whitt (1983) is used. This approximation can only be used when the average waiting time at each machine is available and is defined as:
where the probability of delay (P( Wq", > 0»; the squared coefficient of variation of the conditional waiting time i.e., the waiting time, given that the server is busy;
Note that we assume that there is independency between the waiting time and the processing time at each machine as well as between the waiting times of the different rna-
chines. We are aware that this independency assumption only holds for deterministic routings. When dealing with stochastic routings, we refer to Shantikumar and Sumita (1988) who determine the variance of the lead time for a strictly symmetric job shop.
Given the average (E(LTp» and variance (Var(LT p » of
the individual product lead time and assuming a probability distribution for the product lead time, the product lead time for a customer service level of P% can be obtained. We postulate a lognormal distribution for the product lead time as proposed by Vandaele (1996) . The parameters for this distribution (IiLN and O"LN) become:
The lead time guaranteeing a service level of P% for product pis:
where Zp is the tabulated standard normal variable yielding a cumulative percentage P.
As all expressions to obtain the performance measures of the open queueing network model are developed, we immediately apply them to a real-life example discussed in Section 3.
Real-life application
One of the ways to check the usability of an open queueing network model is its application to a real-life example. The example we study is from Recticel Bedding Hulshout, a Belgian mattress manufacturer with a strong European dimension. Within their production lay-out redesign project, they aimed at testing the feasibility of a new packing unit in different scenarios. The packing unit must be capable of processing the volume of mattresses out of the new production lines. The mix of these mattresses is dependent on different wrapping procedures: not wrapped (W n ) , once wrapped (W o ) and double wrapped (ltd) mattresses. In this packing environment, products are units of different modes of mattresses, a mode being a typical wrapping form, coming from a specific feeding transfer line. There are 16 different product types in our model: PI ... P 16 .
The new lay-out of the packing unit, provided by the company, can typically be modeled as a multi-product multi-machine queueing network. The products are characterized by general individual inter-arrival times and general individual processing times and follow a deterministic routing throughout the layout of the packing unit. Within the different scenarios, we focused on the upgrade of one packing machine, increased demand, demand mix changes and a processing time increase due to a new packing procedure. Therefore, we used the open queueing network model developed in Section 2.
To transform the packing unit into an open queueing network model, we link the building blocks of the layout with the elements of the queueing model, as can be seen in Fig. I .
• Feeding transfer lines:
These are conveyors that transport mattresses from the production lines to the packing unit. As transfer lines, they indicate the arrival point of products at the packing unit. There are eight feeding transfer lines: Filling machine I (Fm,), Filling machine 2 (Fmz), Filling machine 3 (Fm}), Filling line 5 (Fl s), Filling line 6 (FI 6 ) , Filling line 7 (FI 7 ) , Taping line I (TI,) and Taping line 2 (Tl-).
• Transport change-over points:
These serve as inler-connection between transport lines to make mattresses change position. They constitute the first type of service elements and are 15 in number: SE, ... SE ls .
• Packing machines:
These are the machines to accomplish the wrapping procedures on the mattresses and make-up the second type of service elements. They are four in number: Packing machine I (Pmj ), Packing machine 2 (Pm-), Packing machine 3 (Pm-) and Packing machine 4 (Pm4). The first three packing machines handle mattresses that do not need wrapping or that only need to be wrapped once. As such, they also wrap mattresses for the first time. The last packing machine only processes double wrapped mattresses and wraps them for a second time.
• Transport lines:
Besides moving the mattresses, they serve as buffers in front of each service element. There are 19 buffers.
The scenarios are based on current and future arrival processes and current and future service processes respectively. The arrival process is characterized on the one hand by the product mix (relative share of each mode) coming out of each feeding transfer line and on the other hand by an aggregate inter-arrival time of the product stream out of each feeding transfer line and its variance (for more details on how to obtain the individual interarrival times, we refer to Vandaele et 01. (1999». The difference between the current and the future arrival process consists of changes in these two characteristics. The service process consists of the average processing times of each service element and its variance. The future service processes apply only to the packing machines. Their processing times are increased by 25% (except for mattresses of type W n ) compared to the current service processes due to a new packing procedure (thicker plastic). The processing times of the transport changeover points do not change, they remain the same for both current and future service processes. The five scenarios are:
This scenario copes with current arrival processes and current service processes.
• Scenario 2 (Sceny):
This scenario copes with future arrival processes and current service processes.
• Scenario 3 (Scenj):
This scenario copes with current arrival processes and future service processes.
• Scenario 4 (Scena):
This scenario copes with future arrival processes and future service processes,
• Scenario 5 (Scene):
This scenario is thc same as Scenario I except for Packing machine 3 not being upgraded and thus having a higher processing time.
Some additional assumptions of the queueing model are: a buffer of infinite capacity is placed in front of each service element and the model obeys the traditional PCPS-discipline. Also at the transport changeover points, even if two or more input streams are present, the product types continue to obey the joint FCFS-discipline (a rule like 'main road first' (long line) does not apply here). As mattresses of mode W" only briefly occupy the packing machines, they are given a small processing time. All service elements have a spatial capacity of one product. As already stated, the model copes with general arrival processes and general service processes and the products have a deterministic routing.
POI' more details on the description of the lay-out of the new packing unit and its parameters, we refer to Vandaele et at. (1999) . (LT p ) . Because the waiting queue at each service element is of major importance for the company, we like to have an idea about the acceptable queue length (finite buffer size) at each service element. This is done by dividing the 95 percentiles of the waiting time (w",,95) by the average processing time at each service element. Assuming a log-normal distribution for the waiting time, the 95 percentile of the waiting time is computed using Equations (22) (1999) .
In Table I we observe that Pm3 at Scenario 5 is nearly completely utilized and therefore has an extremely high waiting time. Consequently, this scenario must be avoided. Pm3 must be upgraded into a faster machine because a small disruption on this packing machine would cause considerable congestion problems. As the utilization ratios in all the other scenarios never rise above 65%, they are all In Table 2 we observe high variances for the waiting process is a standardized automated process, utilization times, and consequently high 95 percentiles of the waiting ratios of80% can still be afforded so there is some room for times. further demand changes (volume, mix, ...) . Note that those Table 3 indicates that the average queues are all machines with the highest utilization ratios also have the smaller than unity except for Pm2 in Scenario's 2 and 4 highest waiting times.
and Pm3 in Scenario 5. Therefore the acceptable queues arc not significant except for the three cases just mentioncd. Given that Scenario 5 must be avoided due to its very high utilization ratio at Pm, and that Pm2 has a buffer capacity of three mattresses, we can conclude that the buffer capacities are acceptable. At this point we have to clarify how blocking is approached by the line supervisors. As can be seen from Table 3 , blocking is very unlikely to occur. If eventually the packing line is prone to blocking, then an operator removes the blocking mattress from the line and puts it back when the buffer allows space at a later moment. Note that this is possible since the packing line is not fully automated and the mattresses arc not continuously traced. Of course the new design of the packing line should ensure that this occasional procedure is limited to an acceptable minimum. Avoiding blocking completely would be too expensive in terms of automated roller banes.
In Table 4 we observe that the only significant product lead times relate to Scenario 5. The higher product lead limes in the other scenarios apply to those products that cover the longest path throughout the packing unit. Note also that the squared coefficients of variation of the product lead times are relatively low: they never rise above 0.85 for Scenario 5 and they do not exceed 0.55 for the other scenarios.
To test the accuracy of our open queueing network results, we also performed a simulation study. The simulation model is built identically to the lay-out as given in Fig. I . The same scenarios are simulated, both with infinite and finite buffers. For more information on the simulation model and the sirnualtion results, we refer the interested reader to Vandaele et al. (1999) . (For the 95 percentiles of the average waiting times and the corresponding waiting queues and for the variances of the waiting times and the lead times, we have no simulation results.) If we compare the simulation results (which can be found in Vandaele et al. (1999» and the queueing results, we can draw two conclusions. The expressions for the utilization ratios and the average product lead times perform very well. The utilization ratios of the queueing model are almost equal to the results of the simulation model. Also the product lead times of the queueing model and the simulation model are close. Secondly, although the absolute values for the average waiting times, and consequently the average waiting queueus of both models do not quite match, we can clearly observe sufficient similarity between both results. More specifically, if we compare the results of waiting times and waiting queues for the different machines, both models lead to the same managerial conclusions.
Conclusions
An open queueing network model for job shops is developed in which products have general individual arrival processes, general individual service processes and deterministic routings. Once the input parameters (the average inter-arrival time of each product and its variance and the average operation processing time of each product on each machine of its deterministic routing and its variance) are known, the performance measures can be easily obtained. In terms of different what-if scenarios, the open queueing network model is a very efficient approach, computationally fast and leads quickly to effective answers to the managerial questions. Besides this, the methodology outlined for developing the queueing model is highly suited for real-life applications. In particular, these applications fit in feasibility analysis of job shops and production cells. Moreover, the queueing model can provide evidence of potential improvements in job shops as congestion points can be detected, having high utilization ratios and huge waiting times.
As the queueing model explicitly modeled complexity and stochasticity, we were able to make the design and operation of an automated packing unit a smooth, reliable and efficient unit in the entire production facility. We modeled it as a part of a larger manufacturing system thereby focusing on short-term dynamics, in terms of the stochastic network, and long-term dynamics, in terms of buffering the system with safety processing and buffer capacity (exposed in the different scenarios studied). The links with the feeding transfer lines (production lines) were crucial and reflected the short and longer term dymimics expressed by product volumes and product mix. Methodologically, we revealed that the decentralized decisions (individual product performance measures) can be taken by first conducting an aggregate yet centralized analysis (queueing model) evaluating the overall efficiencies of the packing unit.
Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that when there is need for very detailed and precise information, a complementary simulation study can be performed.
